
Vocabulary
                  LIST 5
                           

The Word: Remember It:
(with another word 

that rhymes, 
sounds like, or has 

a similar root)

Explain It:
(with a brief 
explanation 

and/or synonyms)

Use It:
(in a detailed 

sentence)

Picture It:
(sketch what you 

wrote in your 
sentence)

EXAMPLE:

commence
(verb)

common
fence

start,
begin,

get the ball rolling

Class will 
commence with a 
warm-up.

nobility
(noun)

the quality
of being

noble in birth,
class, or rank

Prince William and 
Princess Kate's 
new baby's
n______________
will be obvious 
when the baby 
wears his first
______________.

profound
(adj.)

very great
or

intense

My classmate
_____________'s
ideas about
_______________
are always 
thoughtful and
p______________.

untainted
(adj)

not contaminated
or polluted;

pure

I make sure my
Halloween candy
is u____________
by checking for
_______________
_______________
before I eat it.

derelict
(adj.)

in a very poor
condition as a

result of
disuse or neglect

The most 
d_____________
room in the middle
school is ________
_______________
because it has
_______________!
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by-products
(noun)

a secondary result;
unintended  but

inevitably 
produced in

doing or producing
something else

One b__________
_______________
we learned about 
in science is that
______________ 
is made as a result 
of _____________
_______________.

indigent
(adj.)

a poverty-stricken
person

One thing we 
could do to help an 
i______________
in our own 
community is to
_______________
_______________
_______________.

destitute
(adj.)

without the
basic necessities

of life

If I found myself
d_____________, 
stranded on a 
deserted island, the 
one thing I would 
want with me is
_______________.

relic
(noun)

an object
from an 

earlier time

If I could go see 
any ancient
r_____________, I 
would want to 
travel to ________
_______________
to see __________
_______________!
 


